ABSTRACT. This paper deals with symmetric hyperbolic systems, du/dt = Lu, where L is equal to the homogeneous, constant coefficient operator ¿o for \x\ > R. Under the hypothesis that L has simple null bicharacteristics and these propagate to infinity, local decay of solutions and completeness of the wave operators relating solutions of du/dt = Lu and solutions of du/dt = L^u are established. Results of this type for elliptic L are due to Lax and Phillips. The proof here is based, in part, on a new estimate of the regularity of the ¿2-solutions of the equation Lu + (i\ + e)u = g for smooth g with support in 1*1 < RLet L be an operator of the form L= Î Aj(x)£-+ B(x).
M = (Lr\f\2dXY
for / G L2(R"), we say a solution with initial data / decays locally if lim,_,±00||t/(f)/ir = 0 for all r > 0. From the standpoint of scattering, the desirable result is that local decay holds for all initial data orthogonal to Z/0, the subspace of L2(W) spanned by the eigenvectors of L.
From the theory of hyperbolic equations one might suspect that local decay would depend on the behavior of the bicharacteristic curves of 3/3/ -L, or, equivalently, the bicharacteristic curves of L. However, Lax and Phillips [6] have shown if L is elliptic one always has local decay on L2(R") 6 H0. The results we present here indicate it is the behavior of the null bicharacteristics of L (these are absent when L is elliptic) which influences the local decay of solutions. Our result is the following Theorem I. Let A(x,Z) = 2"-i Aj{x%, (x,|) G R" X R".
Assume the following:
(i) The null space ofA(x,£) is at most one dimensional for £ ¥= 0. This implies there is a smooth function t(x,£), defined on a conic neighborhood of S = {(x,£) | det/l(x,£) = 0,||| = 1}, and vanishing on S, such that det(A(x,%) -t(x,£)Z) = 0.
(ii) Given (xQ,Q G S D {(x,£) | |x| < R) and r > 0 there is a T such that the bicharacteristic curve (x(t),£(t)), x(t) = -(3/3£)r(x,£), ¿(0 = (9/9*M*,'£)» *(0) = x0, |(0) = £0 satisfies \x(t)\ > rfor\t\> T. (iii) n is odd.
Under these assumptions:
(a) The point spectrum of L has no accumulation points and with the possible exception of zero has finite multiplicity.
(b) Given f G L2(R") there exist g± E L2(R") 9 H0 such that lim \\U(t)g± -U0(t)f\\ = 0, t-*±00 and given g E L2(R") G H0 there exist f± E L2(R") such that lim||f7(Og-i/oW/JI=0. /-+±00 (c) For allf E L2(R") Q H0 and r > 0, hm||t/(>)/ir = 0.
One might hope to replace hypothesis (ii) by the assumption that the group velocity |3t/3£| does not vanish on S, but Example 4.1 shows this assumption does not imply conclusions (b) or (c) (a slight modification of this example would show it does not imply (a) either). From the standpoint of applications some License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use CONSERVATIVE FIRST ORDER HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 29 weakening of (i) is desirable. (2) For instance, the linearized equations of magnetohydrodynamics fail to satisfy (i). Hypothesis (iii) arises because of our use of the Radon transform in §2 and in the proof of Corollary 1.3. (3)In view of recent results of Lax and Phillips [8] it is possible that (iii) is unnecessary. Conclusion (a) is probably much too weak: all known examples (cf. [11] ) have no point spectrum except for X = 0 and this is an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. For L elliptic with the unique continuation property this is the general situation (cf. [7, Theorem 3 .1]). Under hypotheses (i)-(ii) it is easy to show local decay holds for the group U0(t) on L2(R"). Hence (c) is an immediate consequence of the second part of (b). Conclusion (b) gives the existence and unitarity of the scattering operator relating U(t) and U0(t).
Our proof of (b) is modeled on the proof used by Phillips and Sarason [9] to show the existence of the scattering operator in a boundary value problem for an elliptic L with nonelliptic boundary conditions. We construct generalized (not square-integrable) eigenfunctions of L satisfying a type of radiation condition and use these to give an explicit diagonalization of the restriction of L to subspaces 77+ and 77". The generalized eigenfunctions are constructed by the limiting absorption method. This method was developed rigorously by Eidus [1] and has been widely used in scattering theory to treat elliptic problems and problems of constant deficit (cf. [2] and [10] ). To use limiting absorption here we require an estimate which will take the place of the coercive estimates from elliptic theory. This estimate, Theorem 1.1, is proved in §1 and makes essential use of recent work of Hórmander [5] . In §2 we construct the generalized eigenfunctions and the diagonalizations of L on 77+ and 77_. We also prove a crucial preliminary decay result, Theorem 2.2. In §3 we complete the program of [9] by showing 77+ + 77_ is dense in L2(R") 6 770. In doing this we make use of an opera tor-valued function Q(t) which approximately commutes with 3/3/ -L. The construction of this operator was suggested by the construction in §2.4 of [3] .
In the final section, §4, we use Q(t) again to show that the behavior of the nonnull bicharacteristics of L does influence the uniformity of the rate of local decay. We show that if L has a simple bicharacteristic which remains in |x| < R as t -*■ oo, then for all t > 0 and e > 0 one can find initial data / supported in |x| < 7? such that ||t/(/)/f > (1 -e)||/||. We believe this result could be deduced directly from [4] , but the proof given here is short and self-contained.
I am grateful to Thomas Beale, Andrew Majda, John Palmer, and Ralph Phillips for suggesting many improvements in a preliminary version of this work.
(2) Added in proof. This extension will require methods different from those used here. One can construct a 2 X 2 operator L in two variables with diagonal top order symbol such that the bicharacteristics of L propagate to infinity and the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 does not hold.
(3) Added in proof. Patrick Murphy has pointed out that Theorem 3.3 of [7] can be extended to the case of even n, simply by considering an operator in n variables as an operator in n + 1 variables with a vanishing coefficient. Hence, Corollary 1.3 (which is conclusion (a)) holds for even n.
1. The coercive estimate. We begin by constructing functions to be used later and fixing notation. Let S = {(x,£) G R" X R" | detA(x,^) = 0, \t\ -1}, and let N(x,£) be the null space of A(x,£). By hypothesis N(x,£) is one dimensional for (x,£) G S. Hence, since SR = S D {(x,£) | |x| < R) is compact and A(x,£) is independent of x for |x| > R, there is a 8 > 0 such that A(x,i) -zl is invertible on N(x,^)± for \z\ < §, (x,£) E S. By continuity R(x,i,z) = (A(x,i) -zl)~l exists for \z\ = 8 for (x, |) in an open neighborhood t/of S. We may assume U n {(x,|) | x = x0} is independent of x0 for |x0| > R and each connected component of U intersects S. We define a smooth projectionvalued function on U by n*,S) = ¿7 <f> Rix,i,z)dz.
For (x,£) G 5, ZJ(x,|) is the orthogonal projection on N(x,£) and t(x,¿) = 0. P(x,£) and t(x,£) are extended to a conic neighborhood V D U via Z'Cx,^) = Z>(x,|/|£|)andT(x,|) = |||t(x,!/|£|). The chief objective of this section is to prove the following estimate in Sobolev norms (||/||£, is just the localized L2-norm, \\f\f, introduced earlier): Theorem 1.1. Let Lu + (iX ± e)u = g, g G C¿°(|x| < R), u G L2(R"), 0 < e < 1, |A| < A". Then there is an R' such that given s there is a cutoff a G C", a(x) -1, |x| < R, for which WL^QdlglL + NIo"').
R' and Cs is independent ofX, e, and u.
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following estimate due to Hörmander: Let p(x, i)be a real symbol of order one such that dp ¥= 0 on p~x (0), and let y(t) be a bicharacteristic strip for p contained in p~l (0), such that the projection of y(t) onto {(x,|) 11£| = 1} is injective. Then, given /,, t2 and conic neighborhoods iV, and N2 of y(i! ) and {y(t) \ tx < t < t2) respectively, there are symbols of order zero, p, p, and p2, such that p¡ is supported in N¡, i = 1, 2, p = I, on a conic neighborhood of MO I h < t < t2} and
for any distribution u. This is Proposition 3.5.1 of [5] restricted to the case of real symbols and restated in quantitative rather than qualitative form (in [5] the conclusion is that pu is in 77* if p, u and p2pu are in 77s, but the proof of this yields the estimate given here). This is an analogue for operators with simple null bicharacteristics of the basic regularity estimates of elliptic theory.
Given a distribution solution u to Lu + (/À + e)u = g we will prove Theorem 1.1 by using (1.1) together with elliptic estimates. However, this requires us to bound the regularity of u (as measured by ||pi(x,/>)«![,) by a constant multiple of llgll + \\u\\o at some point y(/,) on each null bicharacteristic emanating from SR. By hypothesis (ii), given (x0,£0) E SR, there is a T such that the bicharacteristic MO, «(/»with ' dx/dt = -(3r/30(x,a di/dt = (3r/3x)(x,|),
x(0) = x0, ¿(0) = £0, satisfies |x(r)| > R for \t\ > T. Thus we may always choose y(t¡) = (x(r,),£(/,)) with M'i)l > P-Even so, the desired bound does not hold for arbitrary solutions of Lu + (iX + e)u = g. A suitable bound with constants independent of e does hold for the unique solution in L2(R"), as is shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2. Let (x(t),£(t)) be the bicharacteristic described above. Then there is a T0 > T and there are pseudo-differential operators <p±(x,D) of order zero with symbols <p±(x,£) = P(x,£) on conic neighborhoods N± of (x(±7¿),£(±7¡))) for which the following holds: If u is the square-integrable solution to Lu + (X + ie)u = g,g E C?(\x\<R),then \k±(x,D)ul < C,(\\g\]o+ W).
Here Cs is independent of e and X for 0 < e < 1 and \X\ < K.
Proof. We assume Lu + (iX + e)u = g. The proof for Lu + (iX -e)u = g is identical.
Set (x,l) = (x(-T),£(-T)) and set 7>ft) = P(x,£),t(£) = t(x,|) for |x| By hypothesis u E L2(R"), and in the sense of distributions
Note support h C |x| < R. Taking fourier transforms and multiplying by afC),
Let hN(Í) = iK|í|/^)A(f) and Û* = tf\í\/N)u(í) where * G C0"(R) and tfj)
where ^ is a symbol of order zero such that ^(tj) = 1 on a conic neighborhood of support q(I~'(tj)) and support i|/ is in C.
( (..6) HL < w-f/^.«»-^)^^«;|fff¿{./,)|.
As 7ft) =5^ 0, we may assume that C is chosen so that 7ft) ¥= 0 for £ £ C n (III = ill}-Then (1.6) implies for S sufficiently large (1.7) Il<p77jvll-s < c||7i||_i and c is independent of N.
Choose p E C°°(R) such that p(x) = 1 for x < R" -1 and p(x) = 0 for x > -7?", where support <p is contained in/, > -7?". Then (1.3) and (1.5) imply for all m
where km is independent of TV, X and e. Using the definition of || ||_^ we have
• (1 -POO) P c(tt+*^>iTAr(i,Ä,... ,y")dsdy
Let ^ E Q°(Rn) equal 1 on support <p. Since
where C is independent of e and X for 0 < e < 1 and |A| < K, (1.7) implies sup fv(y)HN(y)dy
One also has supy]eR\\V(yu Olio < C'||f||0, and ||(1 -A)s/2i/||0 < 1 implies ||i/||o < 1. Thus an application of (1.5) (with m -I) yields (1.9) ||(1 +y}T\l -p(yi))BN(y)\ls < k\\h\U where k is independent of N, X and e. Next we set
Since ((7-')'(i?))*x = ((A'(0O)*)"'0x = ((3t ° OVaSKOOr'tOx),,...) where £ = 7-'(t)), there is an R0 > 0 such that \((r1)'(t]))*x -y\ > 1 for (Ox), < -Ro,yi > -R" -1, V E C. Hence for (Ox), < -R0 and r sufficiently large we have
To complete the proof we only need to observe (x(tU(t)) = (x + (T-t)dr/dí(aí) for t < -T. Since (03t/3£)i = (3t ° 0*)/3£', > 0, by taking T0 sufficiently large we may assume (0x(-2¡¡)), < -7?0. Since ||/!¡|_, < c(||g||_, + ||m||0r), the conclusion of Lemma 1.2 now follows from (1.11).
The following argument reduces the proof of Theorem 1.1 to the preceding lemma and the theorem of Hórmander cited earlier: Let (x(í) ,£(í)) be the bicharacteristic of Lemma 1.2. Choose 7?' > R such that {x(t) 11/| < T0) is contained in |x| < 7?' -1 and choose / E C0°°(|x| < R') so that f(x) = 1 for |x| < R' -1. Let <p(x,£) be a symbol of order zero with support in {V n (x,£) | |x| < R' -1} such that tp(x, £) = 1 on a conic neighborhood of T = {(x(i),£(/)) | |f | < 35). Note that T C {(x,|)|det A(x,£) = 0}. We
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use call an operator <p0(x, D)u = <p(x,Z))/w a cutoff to F. Given two cutoffs <p0 and t^o we say \¡/0 > <p0 if tp(x, £ ) = 1 on the support of <p(x, £ ).
Given cutoffs, tp0 and ip0, ipo > <Po> let Pix,D) be the operator with symbol <p(x,£)P(x,£) and set Zg(x,Z)) = P(x,D)f. Similarly j(x,D) is the operator with symbol i^(x, £)t(x, £) and t0(x,D) = j(x,D)f. By construction, given Lu + (iX ± e)u = g, (1.12) r0P0u + MP0u + (iX ± e)P0u = P0g + M(P0 -I)u, where M = Zg L -t0 % is an operator of order zero. Let f0 and f0 be cutoffs such that % < ^0 < tp0. Then (1.17), it now follows from Proposition 3.5.1 of [5] (see (1.1)) that there is a cutoff Po> Po < W>> such that (1.18) Ik/a"!!. < c(||g||, + \\u\\f).
In Proposition 3.5.1 Hormander considers scalar operators. However, since the top order part of our operator, t0, is scalar, the proof in [5] goes through unchanged. Combining (1.15) and (1.18), IIpo4 < c.dlgll, + llallí-).
Choosing new cutoffs which we again call f0 and ¡po such that % < ipo < p0, ( where Cs is independent of e and X for 0 < e < 1. In particular ps_x(x,£) = 1 on a conic neighborhood of the original point (x0,£0) (see remarks preceding Lemma 1.2). Since (x0,£0) was an arbitrary point in SR and SR is compact, we can find a finite set of points (x0,£¿) £ SR, i = 1, ...,N, such that 2,* i (pí-,(x,£))2 > lona conic neighborhood of SR. Since L is elliptic off any conic neighborhood of S, there is an a E Co^R"), a = 1 for |x| < R, such that (1.20) \\aul < CS(\\(L + iX + eMLi + 2 IIpÍ-i(")IL + ll«l^)-Thus, combining (1.19) and (1.20), we have Theorem 1.1.
The hypothesis e > 0 was only used in Lemma 1.2. Hence the proof of Theorem 1.1 also yields Theorem 1.3. Let Lu + f\» = g, g E C0°°(|x| < R), u E L2(R), u = 0 for \x\ > R. Then given s there is a Cs independent ofX and u such that \Wu\\s < CMgl + ll«llo). is precompact in Û, we have a contradiction which proves the corollary.
2. Construction of generalized eigenfunctions. In this section we will construct solutions to Lu + iXu = 0, A G R, by the limiting absorption method. These eigenfunctions will satisfy "radiation" and mild regularity conditions which will enable us to prove a strong decay result (Theorem 2.2) for two subspaces of initial data. In §3 we will show the sum of these subspaces is dense in L2(R") e Z70.
Let Tj(u) and rj(w),j = 1, ..., k, be functions on the unit sphere S"~] such that ||ç(«)|| = 1, t, > t2 > • • • > rk, and for A0(£) = 2"-i 4°!; we have
The functions t)(w) and /-(w) may be chosen measurable on S"~K Since 9t/3£(x,£) ¥= 0 for (x, £) in a neighborhood of 5 and £ • 9t/3£(x,£) = 0 on S, the set S0 = (to G S""' | det A0(u) = 0} is a smooth submanifold of S"~l of codimension 1 with a finite number of components. Hence S0 is a closed subset of measure zero in S"~l.
is C" in x and has support in x contained in |x| < R. Let ¡^(x,£) and y¿¡(x,£) be the square-integrable solutions to (L -(hj(0 ± e))v¿ =-gp and let || ||f denote the Sobolev s-norm (s a positive integer) over the ball |x| < R. By Theorem 1.1 for £ in a compact set C in R" -{0} and 0 < e < 1 (2.1) ll«55(-.*)li^c,(Ä;+|iij5<.,i)||f)
where C, is independent of £ and e and Ks = sup^dlg,-^)^ < oo. We set M = {|6R"-{0}| £/|£| E S",det(/l0ft) -XI) =£0 for iX in point spectrum L).
By Integrating by parts in (2.4) we have
Since (2.2) implies Rh¡ converges uniformly together with its derivatives to Rh and A, is bounded away from zero, it follows from (2.7) that \Rue.(s,u)\ < cV/, s E R, co G S"-1 -S0. Moreover, Rue.(s, to) converges pointwise on R X (5""'
By (2.6), v(s,u) E L2(R X S"~l). Making use of (a) R is an isometry, and (b) R maps Co^R") to Cq°(R X S"_1), we conclude from the preceding that ut¡ converges in the sense of distributions to an extension ü of u with Rit = v, and in the sense of distributions (LQ -iX)ii = (L0 -L)ü. Moreover, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem Rut. converges to Rü in L2({|i| < 7?'} X S"_1) and thus (see (2.12)) ut. converges to ü in L2(|x| < R'). Thus ü ^ 0 and iX is an eigenvalue of L. This contradicts C EC M and completes the proof. Given a set C C C Af, Lemma 2.1 and the estimate (2.1) imply for all s (2.9) SUP ll«i£(-»Olli < °o-Hence {t^*(x,£) | 0 < e < 1} is a weakly compact set in L2({|x| < 7?} X C) for all C C C M. Choosing Cm S M, Cm C C M, and using a Cantor diagonal argument, we can choose e, -» 0 so that v¡Jt. converges weakly to a function vf on {|x| < 7?} X M in 7?({|x| < 7?} X Cm) for all m. Since the weak closure of a set is contained within its closed convex hull v* satisfies (2.9) with s -0. [It is possible to choose vf so that it satisfies (2.9) for all s, but we will not use this.] From this point on we will consider only v* but our arguments will apply equally well to vf. The formula (2.7) remains valid with ue. = vfa, X¡ = Tyft), and h¡ = (L0 -L)v¿e¡ -gj(x, £ ) and we conclude (2.10) \Rvj%(s,a,t)\ <Km, s E R, a E S""1 -SQ
and £ E Cm. Thus, again using weak compactness and a Cantor diagonal argument, we conclude there is a subsequence of the Rvfe. which converges weakly to a function Rvf on R X S"'1 X M in L2({\s\ <m)x S"~l X Cm) for all m. We denote this subsequence again by Rvft.. Since the weak closure of a set is contained in its closed convex hull, we have \Rvf'(s,u,i)\ < Km a.e. for (s,w,£) E R X S""1 X Cm, and RvHs,a,£) • «(w) = 0, for 5 > R, I = 1, ..., k(u) (2.11) and for s <-R,l = k(u) + 1,..., k, for (s,u,£) E R X S""1 X M.
The notation Rvf~ is justified as follows. (2.14) '" RxS"" -2 5(£)/,,o(£).
The "incoming representation" $. is defined analogously substituting ty~ for i>/. We will eventually show % extends to an isometry from L2(R") 0 H0 onto L2(R"). The next theorem is the first step in this direction. Following Lax and Phillips we define "incoming" and "outgoing" subspaces D~ = {/ G L2(R" Theorem 2.1. % extends to an isometry from ZZ, = {U(t)f\f E Z)¥, t E R] onto L2(R").
Proof. This proof follows [9, Theorem 2] .
We give the proof for §+; the proof for SL is identical.
SinceR(U0(t)f)(s,io) = 2>=i (ä/(j -t,(«)í,») • $(«j)ç(«), £/"(/)maps Konto This will be a consequence of our estimates on Rvf, and a number of applications of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Introducing polar coordinates in £-space, the function of (2.19) becomes (2.20) H(s,u>,t) = f du' jR(q(ou') ■^Ç^e\p(iorJ(u')t))Rv/(s,u,ou')on-ldo.
could probably be avoided by another application of Hörmander's Proposition 3.5.1 but Q{t) seems essential for the proof of Theorem 4.1. Our construction was suggested by that of [3, §2.4] . The symbol of Q(t) will be given by a(x,£,i)P(x,£) + ß_i(x, £,')// = Q0 + Q-i/i, where Q} is homogeneous degree/ and P(x,£) is projection operator of II.
We want [3/3r -L, Q(t) ] to be an operator of order -1. Thus we require
=^P+±m^_M^\ 3/ ¡f i \ 3£, 9x, 3£,-3x, / *° *"
Let P' = 1 -P. As a first step in the solution of (3.1) for £?_,, we show
is a smooth solution to (3.2) A'Q'_X -'Q'_XA= P'HP'. { ' U 3/ h 3£, 3x(-Sx,-3£,--Hence, if (3. 3) holds we may solve (3.1) with ß-i = 'ß-i + ö-i + 'ß-i and ß_i will be a symbol of order -1 depending smoothly on /. Given a bicharacteristic (x(/),£(/)) satisfying x = -3t/3£ and £ = 3t/3x, (3.3) merely states (3.4) 0 = da(x(t), £(/),/)/<//.
Thus we choose a(x,£,/) constant on the curves (x(/), £(/),/). If we choose a(x,£,0) = 1 on SR with a(x,£,0) = 0 outside a sufficiently small neighborhood of SR and determine a for / > 0 by (3.4) , it follows by hypothesis (ii) that there is a T0 such that a(x,£, T0) = 0 for |x| < R + 1. We extend a(x,£,/) to be homogeneous degree 0 in £ for |£| > 1 and smooth in £ on R". The symbol Q_,(/,x,£) may be chosen to have support contained in the support of a. We form Q(t) with symbol aP + Q-\/i constructed in the preceding paragraph and given R', have ||[3/3/ -L, ß(/)]4*' < CR.||i4 for all u E C0°°(|x| < R'), where CÄ. is independent of / for / £ [0, 2¡J]. Moreover, multiplying Q(t) on the right by i//(x, /), xp(x, /) = 0 outside small neighborhood of support a(x, •, /), ^(x, /) = 1 on support a(x, -,/), we may assume Q(TQ)u = 0 for all u £ Co°(|x| < 7?), and Q(t)u has compact support for all /.
We are now ready to complete the proof of the unitarity of the scattering matrix and energy decay. The following lemma is patterned on Theorem 1 of [9] . Lemma 3.1. 77+ + 77_ is dense in L2(R") 9 770.
Proof. Suppose we have q E L2(R") such that q _L (770 + 77+ + 77_). Then, by the definition of 77+ and 77_, U(t)q X 7?+V/ and U(t)q ± 7>_ all /. A, i/(/)/is continuously strongly differentiable, (3.8) implies A, U(t)f = Ü(t)AJ and we have (3.9) \\KU(t)f\\> < c^mwajW».
Since Co^R") C %L) is dense in 77,, (3.7) follows immediately from (3.9).
For s > 0 we argue by duality:
||t/(/)/||,= sup sec0»;||Ä||-,<i fgU(t)f\ =sup ¡U(-t)gf
